Flexible Connection (HOSE W/MNPT UHMWPE)

Expansion Joints (FLX JNT w/ optional FLG)

Bulkhead Fitting (BHF)

Flange Adapter (FLG ADPT)

Siphon Leg or Dip Tube

The B.O.S.S.

SS Bulkhead Fitting Coupling (SS BHF ASMLY CPL)

SS Bulkhead Fitting Full Nipple (SS BHF ASMLY FL NPL)

SS Bulkhead Fitting - Half Nipple (SS BHF HALFL NIPPLE)

Bolted Flange Fitting (BLTD FLG FTG)

Bolted Spool Fitting (BLTD SPOOL FTG)

Self Aligning Universal Ball Dome - BHF Style (UBD FTG BHF STYLE)

Self Aligning Universal Ball Dome - Flange Style (UBD FTG FLG STYLE)